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currents of the transformer, but the short-circuit currents as 
well [3]. Input surge currents also arise when testing power 
transformers in the mode of experimental idling (EI) [3]. In 
contrast to the operating modes, when tested the AC power 
source is connected to the low voltage windings (LV), which 
are typically connected by the active part taps according to 
scheme D [1]. The level of magnetizing current surges must 
be taken into consideration when testing and operating 
power transformers. The inrush currents of the unloaded 
transformer can pose significant danger for the measuring 
and power equipment, to introduce distortion to the voltage 
of power gird, lead to the triggering of protection systems 
[3]. Existing means to limit the magnetization currents surg-
es are very costly and low efficient [3]. Therefore, analysis of 
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1. Introduction

Power transformers are the basic elements of power grids 
and distribution networks and enable the transmission of 
electric energy of alternating current from the place of its 
generation to the end user. The installed capacity of power 
transformers and the multiplicity of transformation can ex-
ceed the installed power generation by 7‒8 times [1]. There-
fore, requirements to the reliability of power transformers 
are high enough.

When one connects the unloaded power transformers 
to the grid, the input surge currents arise [2]. Duration of 
commutation surges of magnetization currents reaches tens 
of seconds, and their amplitude can exceed not only the rated 
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Проведено теоретичні дослідження перехідних проце-
сів при випробуваннях силових трансформаторів в режимі 
неробочого ходу. Розроблено схемно-польову модель елек-
тромагнітних процесів на основі тривимірної динамічної 
моделі магнітного поля силового трифазного трансформа-
тора в режимі неробочого ходу.

Для методу скінченних елементів застосовано поділ 
області польового моделювання на розрахункові зони із умо-
вами симетрії магнітного поля для вертикальних і горизон-
тальних перерізів. Число кінцевих елементів і час комп’ю-
терних обчислень скорочено у чотири рази без втрати 
точності результатів.

Встановлено, що у контурі з'єднаних у "трикутник" обмо-
ток виникає перехідний зрівняльний струм, який затухає в 
перший період часу включення. Кратність цього струму може 
досягати 60–70 % від кратності ударного струму включення. 

Розроблено співвідношення апроксимації перехідних фаз-
них струмів, які представлені аперіодичними, періодични-
ми складовими і рядами з базисними функціями Гауса для 
фазних струмових нев’язок між схемно-польовою і схемною 
моделями.

Запропоновано і реалізовано вдосконалений підхід для 
розрахунку ударних струмів включення на основі паспорт-
них даних неробочого ходу трансформатора та коефіцієн-
та ударного струму, що характеризується високою ефек-
тивністю чисельної реалізації і точністю. 

Для визначення функціональної залежності коефіці-
єнту кратності ударного струму включення від вхідних 
опорів застосовано метод перебору спеціальних функцій. 
Розрахунок коефіцієнтів апроксимації здійснено на основі 
методу найменших квадратів. Це дозволило суттєво пони-
зити рівень похибки розрахунку коефіцієнта кратності 
ударного струму включення за паспортними даними тран-
сформатора і випробувального обладнання до 2,1 %.

Використання 3D моделювання забезпечує зниження 
похибки розрахунків ударних струмів неробочого ходу до  
2,4 % за спрощеною методикою із використанням паспорт-
них даних трансформатору

Ключові слова: схемно-польова модель, трифазний тран-
сформатор, неробочий хід, ударні струми намагнічування
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the inrush currents in an unloaded transformer, as well as 
the measures to limit them, should be considered at the stage 
of design preproduction. The currently applied procedures 
for modeling the transient processes and calculating the 
input surge currents when connecting an unloaded power 
transformer to the grid [4] do not match the conditions for 
performing standard and control tests of power transformers 
[1]. That predetermines the scientific and practical relevance 
of research into transient processes related to switching 
power transformers in the mode of experimental idling.

2. Literature review and problem statement

Substantiating the design solutions requires a significant 
volume of research into electromagnetic processes under the 
EI transient modes. The greatest influence on the transient 
processes for starting the unloaded transformers is exerted 
by the initial voltage phase, residual magnetic flux, the input 
impedance of the source, and design of the active part [5]. 
Many procedures for calculating the transitional EI regimes 
of power transformers do not account for these factors in 
their entirety. This is characteristic of the studies with an-
alytical solutions for magnetic fluxes and inrush currents of 
the unloaded transformer [6, 7], for the harmonic spectrum 
of inrush current when the voltage signal is distorted [8]. 
Authors of [9, 10] propose an analytical description of the 
starting current surges of a power transformer using the 
theory of Giles-Atherton for hysteresis properties of elec-
trical steel. The advantage of analytical approaches is the 
commonality of their results, while their downside is the 
reduced accuracy of calculations due to simplifications and 
assumptions in mathematical statements.

Widely used now is the circuit modeling that employs 
combined magnetoelectric equivalent circuits (MEEC) and 
the software NAP [11], Simulink [12–14], the software for 
Spice-like systems [15, 16]. Papers [17–19] proposed models 
for the calculation of starting currents surges for a sin-
gle-phase transformer, implemented in the Matlab package. 
A model from [17] accounts for the effect of changing the 
switching angle, power supply impedance, and the residual 
flux, on the characteristics of starting current of a single- 
phase transformer. Authors in [19] suggest considering a 
three-phase transformer as three single-phase transformers 
when studying the surges of starting currents. Given the 
interruptions and a low convergence of computing processes 
in the Matlab programming environment, it is recommended 
to employ the alternative software EMTP/ATP [20]. Papers 
[20, 21] present models of transformers for low- and mid-
dle-frequency transients, implemented in EMTP. Authors 
[20, 21] apply a simplified description of the design of the 
magnetic system and windings, which reduces accuracy 
of the results. According to authors of [22], the software 
EMTP/ATP primarily presents the influence of external 
electric circuits, while the patterns of electromagnetic pro-
cesses in a multicomponent spatial structure of the active 
part of the transformer are accounted for in the fragment-
ed form. That predetermines a substantial growth of the 
calculation error for circuit models of large dimensionality 
[22]. The specified disadvantages are inherent to almost all 
circuit models. Therefore, the accuracy of circuit models for 
qualitative and quantitative assessment of transient process-
es in the active part of a power transformer does not match 
modern design requirements.

Field simulation makes it possible to take into consid-
eration the design features of the active part of the power 
transformer, the non-linearity in the properties of active 
materials and their effect on the magnetization currents 
[23]. Field models are widely used in the analysis of electro-
magnetic processes in AC conversion systems [24, 25] and 
electric motors [26, 27]. The numerical realization of dy-
namic field models in multicomponent regions with non-lin-
ear electrical-physical and magnetic properties gives rise to 
constraints, related to the capacity of hardware resources, 
time costs, and stability of computational processes [23]. 
Therefore, to estimate the input surge currents of an unload-
ed transformer, authors of [23] implement in the COMSOL 
Multiphysics package spatial models of magnetic field in 
terms of direct current. This leads to an increase in the er-
ror because when calculating inrush EI currents the circuit 
model and the field model are treated independently. Field 
models do not make it possible to account for the influence 
of the input impedance of the network and different winding 
connection diagrams.

Reliable determining the dynamics of change in magne-
tization currents in an unloaded power transformer requires 
taking into consideration all the factors that influence 
each other. This is possible with the joint implementation 
of circuit and field models. Given the high requirements to 
computing resources and time cost, dynamic circuit-field 
modeling has not been commonly applied. There is therefore 
a need to develop new approaches for implementing the dy-
namic conjugated field and circuit models [28], which would 
ensure high accuracy and computational efficiency in the 
design of power transformers.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of this study is to develop a dynamical cir-
cuit-field model of the unloaded transformer, which would 
account for the features of design of the active part, the 
non-linearity of electro-physical properties of active materi-
als, and which would ensure high accuracy of calculation of 
input surge currents.

To accomplish the aim, the following tasks have been set:
– to develop a 3D geometrical model of the estimated 

region, reflecting the features of design of a multicompo-
nent active part of the transformer and to adapt the cir-
cuit-field model of electromagnetic energy conversion to 
the EI mode;

– to establish special features of the magnetic field lo-
calization in a magnetic system of the transformer at input 
surge currents in the mode of experimental idling;

– to develop a model of transitional processes when the 
transformer is switched in the mode of experimental idling, 
which would provide high accuracy and computational effi-
ciency when processing data on the circuit-field modelling;

– to devise a high precision engineering procedure for 
the calculation of input surge currents of the unloaded trans-
former for the specifications of the transformer and testing 
equipment.

4. Materials and methods to study the starting currents

Dynamical electromagnetic starting processes when 
testing the transformer in the mode of experimental idling 
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are investigated in a 3D region of the active part of a power 
transformer, which is shown in Fig. 1, a. To create the esti-
mated region, we conjugate geometrical models of the system 
of primary electrical insulation with a transformer oil ‒ 1, of 
magnetic system – 2 with charged limbs and yokes made of 
electrical steel, their joints, winding systems – 3. A cellulose 
electrical insulation is combined into a single sub-region 
with the transformer oil in tank – 4 (Fig. 1). The estimated 
region has the properties of symmetry with respect to the 
vertical plane passing through the axis of the limbs and the 
horizontal plane in the middle of the magnetic system win-
dow. When corresponding boundary conditions are set along 
the plane of symmetry, that makes it possible to confine 
ourselves to the analysis of only one symmetrical sub-region 
(Fig. 1, b). This reduces the time required for circuit-field 
modelling by 3.8 times, as well as respective requirements 
to computing resources. At modeling, we consider a pow-
er three-phase three-limb transformer with a capacity of  
1,600 kVA, voltage class 35 kV class, circuit, and a winding 
connection group Y/D-11.

a                                 b 

Fig.	1.	Power	transformer:		
a –	estimated	region;	b –	modeled	sub-region

We accept, for the active part of the power transformer, 
a stationary temperature mode with a uniform distribution 
of temperatures. Their values correspond to the class of 
electrical insulation heat resistance and acceptable overtem-
peratures for a continuous operation. 

The density of displacement currents is much smaller 
than the density of conductivity currents and can be disre-
garded. Therefore, the transient electromagnetic processes 
in the power transformer’s active part are described by the 
conjugated system of nonlinear equations in partial deriv-
atives [29]:

{ } { } ( ) { }
{ } { }

, ,, , ,

, ,

rot , ;

rot ,

i j i ji j i j i j

i j i j
t

 = δ δ = σ θ ⋅
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H E

E B

 

 (1)

with respect to the potentiality conditions for magnetic and 
electric fields [30]:

{ } { } { } { }{ , , , ,
; ,

i j i j i j i j
V= =rot A B grad E

 
 (2)

where A is the vector magnetic potential; V is the electric 
potential; σ(θ) is the specific electrical conductivity; В is the 
induction of the magnetic field H, E are the intensities of the 
magnetic and electric fields; θ is the permissible temperature 
for the accepted class of electrical insulation heat resistance 
[4]; δ is current density; index i corresponds to sub-regions 

in the estimated region of the active part (Fig. 1), index  
j=1, 2, 3 corresponds to phases A, B, C of the power trans-
former. 

We assign to equations (1) and (2) conditions for the 
conjugation of media with different magnetic and electrical 
properties [30] and conditions at external borders Ω:

{ ( ) ( )
Ω Ω

 = τ = ⋅ wτ + φ + − π  00 , 2 sin 1 2 3 ,j ph rat Aj
V U jA   (3)

where  ph ratU  is the rated phase voltage, ( )0 1 2 3,A jφ + − π
 
are 

the initial phases for connecting the transformer to the grid. 
To account for the anisotropy of magnetic properties of 

cold-rolled electrical steels, we used the approach described 
in [30]. 

The transformation of electric field equations (1) with 
conditions (2), (3) is achieved using the method for decom-
posing the estimated region into phase sub-regions [24, 25], 
which allows us to proceed to the system of ordinary differ-
ential equations [31]:

( ) ( ) ( )
( ){ 11 1 j 1,3

,jj j j
u i r d d

∀ ∈
τ − τ = Ψ τ τ   (4)

with flux linkages, which are described by integral rela-
tions [31]:

( ) ( ) ( )
( )∀ ∈


Ψ τ = Φ τ τ


∫
1,3

1

1
,  

j

j j
ij

di
i

= δ ⋅ ,di ds   (5)

where 

( ) ( )
Π

Φ τ = τ ⋅ η∫∫
j

j j
dB

 

are the magnetic fluxes in j limbs with active section Π ,j  
»

1

0
1 jjr r

 
is the input resistance of j phase of the transformer. 

At initial time τ=0, we accept, for phase currents in the 
system of integrated-differential equations (7) and (8), the 
uniform Cauchy conditions with an initial starting phase 
( )τ=
φ = π

0
2 .A

Numerical realization of the dynamical circuit-field mod-
el (1), (4) and (5) shall be carried out by the finite-element 
method in the COMSOL Multiphysics programming en-
vironment [29]. We assign for the phase windings of low 
voltage the values for an active component of EI resistance 

=
1

0
1 ,

jjr r  which is calculated based on the specifications 
for the transformer [1, 4]. Limitations for the power of the 
source of test voltage are accounted for using linear resis-
tances = +

1 1 1j j j

l l lz r jx
 
between the source and the transformer.

5. Results of studying the starting currents

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the magnetic field induc-
tion module for the moment of input surge current of phase A.  
Magnetic flux is localized in limb A and the induction 
reaches values that are close to the electrical steel saturation 
induction (Fig. 2). Magnetic resistance sharply increases, 
and the inductive resistance for phase A decreases. In limbs 
B and C, the maximum values of induction do not exceed 
1.1 T and 0.8 T, which corresponds to a linear section of the 
magnetization curve. Therefore, to analyze data on the cir-
cuit-field modeling, one can apply analytical solutions to the 
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linearized differential equations of the circuit model (4), (5), 
with aperiodic and harmonic components [32]. To normalize 
the phase currents, we use the existing value of the 
first harmonic of EI current (Fig. 2), which can be 
taken to be equal to the specification-based value of 
the EI current of the transformer [1].

Fig.	2.	Magnetic	field	during	test	of	the	transformer	in	
the	mode	of	experimental	idling

Inrush currents in lines A and C are opposite in sign 
and reach maximum modulo values. At this point in time 
the instantaneous current value in line B is equal to zero  
(Fig. 3, b). The sum of the instantaneous values of linear 
currents is always equal to zero (Fig. 3, b). The multiplicity 
of the surge linear current is 28‒29, and the multiplicity of 
the surge phase current approaches 25 (Fig. 3, a). 

At the initial switching, the system of phase currents is 
characterized by a clearly pronounced asymmetry. The sum 
of the instantaneous values of phase currents varies in a 
wide range (16÷17) p.u. (Fig. 2, a). This is predetermined by 
the levelling current in the triangle circuit with low voltage 
windings, which reaches a maximum of 60‒70 % of the input 
surge current. Active resistance of a given circuit combines 
active resistances of the low voltage phase windings. There-
fore, the transition process quickly fades and its duration is 
in an interval of (0≤τ≤20 ms) (Fig. 3).

During initial switching of the transformer, there are 
prevailing discrepancies between phase currents ( )τ

1 j
i  and 

their circuit components ( )τ ,
C j

i  while the multiplicity of 
their maximum modulo values reaches 4.6; 2.5; 2.1 for phases 
A, B and C, respectively (Fig. 3, a, b). 

To describe the mismatch between phase currents, one 
can apply series with the Gaussian basis functions [33]:

and transform expressions (6) to the following form:

( ) ( )( )
( )∀ ∈

  τ = α ⋅ −β τ − ς   
∑

2

, , ,,
1,3

exp ,k j k j k jGs j
k j

i   (7)

where

2
, k,j , , ,C 2 ;  0,5 .k j k j k j k jα = σ π β = ⋅σ

We can confine ourselves, for the first period of the 
transition process, to two basis Gaussian functions in series 
(7) and reduce the number of regression coefficients to six. 
This considerably simplifies the calculation and ensures 

high accuracy of approximation because its error does not 
exceed 1.8 %. 

Thus, the input surge current of the unloaded transformer 
is influenced both by the circuit components of EI current and 
current discrepancies (7). Estimation of the surge values of 
circuit components and transient current discrepancies during 
initial switching can be performed with respect to conditions:

( ) ( ) ( )
0
max ,

Сj Рj UnPjТ
i i i

≤τ≤

 τ = τ + τ  
 ( )

≤τ≤
 τ Gu,0

max .
jТ

i ,

where ( ) ,
Рj

i τ  ( )UnPj
i τ  are the periodic and aperiodic circuit 

components of EU current, calculated using the procedure 
from [29]. 

These conditions can be matched with an expression for 
the EI surge current:

( ) ( )( )≤τ≤ ≤τ≤
   = ⋅ + τ + τ   

0 0 0
 ,0 0

1 max max ,s Idle m m mUnPj Gu jT T
I I i I i I

= ⋅0 0
m 2 dI I

and then transform it to the following form:

= ⋅ ⋅02 ;s Idle e sI I K
 

= + +1 ,s Fu GuK K K
 

 (8)

where 0
eI  is the specification value for EI current [4], Ks

 
is 

the multiplicity of the input surge current, KFu, KGu are co-
efficients that take into consideration the multiplicities 
of surge currents for a circuit component and the current 
discrepancies (7), (8):

( ) 0

0
max ;Fu mUnPjТ

K i I
≤τ≤

 = τ 

( ) 0
,0

max .Gu mGu jТ
K i I

≤τ≤
 = τ 

When one changes discretely the values of the multiplici-
ties of active components of the linear input resistances: 

{ }= =
1

* 0
1 / 0,01;0,10; 0,50;  1,00 ,

jjr r r  

the multiplicity of input surge currents changes nonlinearly 
and in a wide range of 4.597≤Ks≤214.4. The larger values for 
the multiplicities of input surge currents correspond to low-
er values of active resistances of the test voltage source. To 
describe a functional dependence of the input surge current 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )∀ ∈

   τ − ς   τ − τ = τ = ⋅ −  σ σ π    

∑
2

,,
21 ,

,,
1,3

exp , (6)
22

k jk j

j C j Gs j
k k jk j

j

C
i i i

          

a                                                       b 
 

Fig.	3.	Transient	process	of	switching	the	transformer	in	the	mode	of	
experimental	idling:	a –	phase	currents;	b –	linear	currents:		

1	–	phase	A	current	(modeling);	2	–	phase	B	(approximation);		
3	–	phase	B	current	(modeling);	4	–	phase	B	current	(approximation);	

5	–	phase	C	(modeling);	6	–	phase	C	current	(approximation);		
7	–	the	sum	of	currents
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multiplicity coefficient of an unloaded transformer on the 
input resistances, we apply a method for sorting out special-
ized functions from data [34]:

( ) ( )β  = α × × −γ ×  
2* *exp ln ,sK r r  (9)

and to calculate coefficients {α, β, γ} in relation (9), we apply 
the method of least squares [34]. 

Error of calculation of the input surge currents using re-
lations (8) and (9) does not exceed 2.1 %, which corresponds 
to the requirements of design accuracy.

6. Discussion of results of modeling the inrush currents in 
an unloaded transformer

Circuit-field modeling makes it possible to comprehen-
sively consider the impact of a multi-component design of 
the active part of the power transformer, the non-linearity of 
magnetic and electrical properties of materials, parameters 
of external electric circuits, on the dynamics of change in 
the magnetization currents. That ensures the reliability and 
high accuracy of the transient processes calculation when 
switching an unloaded transformer. 

The transformation of the electric field equations from 
system (1) into the conjugated integral-differential equa-
tions (4) and (5), implemented using the method of decom-
position, allows us to significantly reduce the number of de-
pendent variables and ensures high computational efficiency.

Known conditions for the active 
1

0

j
r  and inductive 

1

0

j
х  com-

ponents of EI resistance 
1

0

j
z  

1 1

0 0

j j
r x<<  and 

1 1

0 0

j j
r z<<  and »

1 1

0 0

j j
x z  

[4] hold for most series of power transformers. Therefore, the 
estimation of active resistances of windings based on the spec-
ifications does not lead to any noticeable increase in the error 
for the circuit-field modeling.

According to the simulation data, for a winding con-
nection diagram D, inrush phase magnetization currents 
can reach the multiplicities of 4.6; 2.5; 2.1 when testing the 
unloaded transformers. Their maximum values are orders of 
magnitude less than the current surges from the side of high 
voltage (HV) but may also lead to dangerous consequences 
for measurement and control systems. To limit the current 
surges when testing the unloaded transformers, one can use 
specialized resistors in the HV side lines. When connecting 
from the HV side, one must apply more reliable and effective 
techniques, for example, controlled phase-wise switching 
using controllers and thyristors [35].

Multiplicity dependence of the magnetization surge cur-
rents on the magnitude of input active resistance is described 
with high accuracy by relations (8), (9). These relations could 
be used to select the input resistances when testing the un-

loaded transformers, in order to protect measuring systems. 
They make it possible, at the stage of preparing bids, to signifi-
cantly reduce the time required for an analysis of alternative 
variants aimed to limit the magnetization current surges. 

The calculation procedure (8), (9) was successfully 
verified for the most common series of power three-phase 
transformers, dimensions II and III. Its reliability and high 
accuracy (an error less than 2.1 %) was confirmed by data 
acquired during tests.

However, given the structural differences between stan-
dard implementation of magnetic systems, a given procedure 
excludes single-phase transformers, three-phase transform-
ers with spatial magnetic systems, with armored limbs mag-
netic systems and side yokes [4]. 

Generalization of estimation procedures when using a 
field simulation of electromagnetic processes for the design 
of large-size power transformers is substantially complicated 
due to the diversity of their designs. In this case, one requires 
significant financial resources to provide for high-perfor-
mance hardware and specialized software.

Increased cost of designing can be offset by accelerating 
the structural preparation of production of the new types 
of powerful and super-power transformers. However, the 
appropriate solutions require a preliminary analysis of their 
economic efficiency. 

The approaches proposed in this paper could be further 
adapted for the purpose of research into the inrush current 
surges of powerful electric motors.

7. Conclusions

1. We have designed a circuit-field model of the unloaded 
three-phase transformer. We identify, in the estimated region 
of active part, applying the vertical and horizontal planes of 
symmetry, a 3D sub-region whose finite elements’ volume 
and number are reduced by 4 times. This shortens the time 
required for circuit-field modelling by 3.8 times, as well as re-
duces, accordingly, requirements for computational resources.

2. When switching an unloaded transformer, the mag-
netic field is localized in one of the limbs. This leads to an 
increase in the induction above 1.8‒1.9 T, the local satura-
tion of electrical steel, and the current surge in the phase 
winding.

3. We have proposed the approximation of inrush phase 
magnetization currents using the series of Gaussian tempo-
ral functions; its error does not exceed 1.8 %.

4. We have derived algebraic relations for the calculation 
of multiplicity coefficient for the input surge currents based 
on the specifications for a transformer and the testing equip-
ment, for which current error does not exceed 2.1 %.
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